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Boundary feedback stabilizationof a reaction-diffusion
equationwithRobinboundary conditions and state-delay ⋆
Hugo Lhachemi a, Robert Shorten a,
aSchool of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Abstract
This paper discusses the boundary feedback stabilization of a reaction-diffusion equation with Robin boundary conditions and
in the presence of a time-varying state-delay. The proposed control design strategy is based on a finite-dimensional truncated
model obtained via a spectral decomposition. By an adequate selection of the number of modes of the original infinite-
dimensional system, we show that the design performed on the finite-dimensional truncated model achieves the exponential
stabilization of the original infinite-dimensional system. In the presence of distributed disturbances, we show that the closed-
loop system is exponentially input-to-state stable with fading memory.
Key words: Distributed parameter systems, Boundary control, State-delay, Reaction-diffusion equation , Input-to-state
stability
1 Introduction
Boundary stabilization of partial differential equations
(PDEs) in the presence of delays has been an active re-
search topic in the recent years. A first research direction
deals with the feedback stabilization of PDEs by means
of delayed boundary control. For example, the cases of
the heat [23] and wave [21,22,23] equations were studied
via Lyapunov methods for slowly time-varying delays.
A backstepping approach was reported in [12] for the
boundary feedback stabilization of an unstable reaction-
diffusion equation under large constant input delays.
Such a problem was also investigated in [24] by design-
ing a predictor feedback on a finite-dimensional trun-
cated model capturing the unstable modes of the sys-
tem. Then, a Lyapunov-based argument was employed
to ensure that the control law designed on the trun-
cated model achieves the stabilization of the original
infinite-dimensional system. The same approach was ap-
plied in [5] for the boundary stabilization of a linear
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation under constant input
delay. Such an approach was generalized to a class of
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diagonal infinite-dimensional systems in [13,16] for con-
stant input delays and then in [14] for fast time-varying
input delays. A second research direction deals with the
boundary feedback stabilization of PDEs in the presence
of a state-delay. Motivated by the success of Linear Ma-
trix Inequalities (LMI)-based approaches for the study
of delayed finite-dimensional systems [3], LMI conditions
were investigated in [4,26] for the stability analysis of
PDEs in the presence of a state-delay. For the bound-
ary control design of state-delayed PDEs, backstepping-
based methods were reported in [6,7,8,9].
This paper is concerned with the boundary feedback
stabilization of a reaction-diffusion equation with Robin
boundary conditions in the presence of a time-varying
state-delay. A similar setting was investigated in [6] via a
backstepping approach in the case of Dirichlet-Dirichlet
boundary conditions and for a constant state-delay. This
problem was also investigated by means of backstep-
ping control design in [8] for Neumann-Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions with Dirichlet actuation and for a time-
varying state-delay. This was then extended in [7] for
the boundary feedback stabilization of a cascade PDE-
ODE system under either Dirichlet or Neumann actu-
ation. In the context of the reaction-diffusion equation,
the contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we study
the feedback stabilization of the reaction-diffusion equa-
tion with Robin-Robin boundary conditions and under a
time-varying state-delay. In particular, the proposed ap-
proach allows either one single command input (located
at one of the two boundaries of the domain) or two com-
mand inputs. Second, we show that the resulting closed-
loop system is, in the presence of distributed boundary
disturbances, exponentially Input-to-State Stable (ISS)
with fading memory [11]. The concept of ISS, originally
introduced by Sontag in [27], plays an important role
in the robustness assessment of dynamical systems, as
well as the stability of interconnected systems [11]. The
extension of this notion to infinite-dimensional systems
raises many challenges [19,20] and is the topic of very
active research activities. For a complete review of the
ISS theory for infinite-dimensional systems, we refer the
reader to [17].
The proposed control design strategy is organized as fol-
low. First, a finite dimensional truncated model is ob-
tained via spectral decomposition. The order of the spec-
tral decomposition is selected to capture all the unstable
modes of the original infinite-dimensional system plus
a certain number of slow stable modes. In particular,
the order is selected to guarantee the robust stability
of the residual infinite-dimensional system with respect
to exponentially vanishing command inputs exhibiting
a prescribed decay rate. We show that this allows the
design of the control law based on the finite-dimensional
truncated model while ensuring the stability of the full
infinite-dimensional closed-loop system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. The
problem setting and the proposed control strategy are
reported in Section 2. The well-posedness of the result-
ing closed-loop system is assessed in Section 3. Then, the
stability analysis is carried out in Section 4. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed control strategy is illustrated by
numerical simulations in Section 5. Finally, concluding
remarks are provided in Section 6.
2 Problem setting and control strategy
Notation. The sets of non-negative integers, positive
integers, real, non-negative real, positive real, and com-
plex numbers are denoted by N, N∗, R, R+, R
∗
+, and C,
respectively. The real and imaginary parts of a complex
number z are denoted byRe z and Im z, respectively. The
field K denotes either R or C. The set of n-dimensional
vectors overK is denoted byKn and is endowed with the
Euclidean norm ‖x‖ = √x∗x. The set of n ×m matri-
ces over K is denoted by Kn×m and is endowed with the
induced norm denoted by ‖ · ‖. Finally, ACloc(R+;Rn)
denotes the set of functions f : R+ → Rn that are abso-
lutely continuous on any compact interval of R+.
2.1 Problem setting
We are concerned with the boundary feedback stabi-
lization of the following reaction-diffusion equation for
Robin boundary conditions and with state-delay:
yt(t, x) = ayxx(t, x) + by(t, x) + cy(t− h(t), x) + d(t, x)
(1a)
cos(θ1)y(t, 0)− sin(θ1)yx(t, 0) = u1(t) (1b)
cos(θ2)y(t, 1) + sin(θ2)yx(t, 1) = u2(t) (1c)
y(τ, x) = φ(τ, x), τ ∈ [−hM , 0] (1d)
for t > 0 and x ∈ (0, 1). Here we have a > 0, b, c ∈ R
with c 6= 0, and θ1, θ2 ∈ [0, 2pi). In this setting, u1, u2 :
R+ → R are the boundary controls (with possibly one
input set identically equal to zero), h : R+ → R is a time-
varying delay, and d : R+ × (0, 1) → R is a distributed
perturbation with the regularity L∞loc(R+;L
2(0, 1)), i.e.
d : R+ → L2(0, 1) is Bochner measurable and essentially
bounded on any compact interval ofR+. We assume that
h is continuous and that there exist constants, 0 < hm <
hM , such that hm ≤ h(t) ≤ hM for all t ≥ 0. Finally,
φ : [−hM , 0]×(0, 1)→ R represents the initial condition.
In the sequel, we use the following abstract version of (1a-
1d) defined over the state-space H = L2(0, 1) endowed
with its usual inner product 〈f, g〉 = ∫ 1
0
f(ξ)g(ξ) dξ and
associated L2-norm that is also denoted, with a slight
abuse of notation, ‖ · ‖.
dX
dt
(t) = AX(t) + cX(t− h(t)) + p(t) (2a)
BX(t) = u(t) (2b)
X(τ) = Φ(τ), τ ∈ [−hM , 0] (2c)
for t > 0 with Af = af ′′ + bf ∈ H defined on D(A) =
H2(0, 1),Bf = (cos(θ1)f(0)−sin(θ1)f ′(0), cos(θ2)f(1)+
sin(θ2)f
′(1)) ∈ R2 defined on D(B) = H2(0, 1), X(t) =
y(t, ·) ∈ H, u(t) = (u1(t), u2(t)) ∈ R2, p(t) = d(t, ·) ∈
H, and Φ(t) = φ(t, ·) ∈ H. The abstract system (2)
is a natural extension of the concept of boundary con-
trol system reported in [1, Def. 3.3.2]. Indeed, 1) the
disturbance-free operator A0 , A|D(A0) with D(A0) ,
D(A) ∩ ker(B) generates a C0-semigroup denoted by
S(t) [2]; 2) the operator Lk ∈ L(R2,H), with k ≥ 2 an
integer such that cos(θm) + k sin(θm) 6= 0 for any m ∈
{1, 2}, defined for any u = (u1, u2) ∈ R2 by [Lku](x) =
u1(1− x)k
cos(θ1) + k sin(θ1)
+
u2x
k
cos(θ2) + k sin(θ2)
for x ∈ [0, 1],
is a lifting operator in the sense that R(Lk) ⊂ D(A),
ALk is bounded, and BLk = IR2 . Here ker(B) denotes
the kernel of B while R(Lk) stands for the range of Lk.
Assuming that 1 u ∈ ACloc(R+;R2), p ∈ L∞loc(R+;H),
h ∈ C0(R+;R) with 0 < hm ≤ h ≤ hM , and Φ ∈
C0([−hM , 0];H), the mild solutionX ∈ C0(R+;H) of (2)
1 This regularity of the forthcoming control law, as well as
the existence and uniqueness of the mild solutions for the
resulting closed-loop system, will be assessed in Section 3
2
is uniquely defined by (see [1, Def. 3.1.4, Lem. 3.1.5, and
Sec. 3.3])
X(t) = S(t){Φ(0)− Lku(0)}+ Lku(t) (3)
+
∫ t
0
S(t− s){ALku(s)− Lku˙(s) + cX(s− h(s)) + p(s)} ds
for t ≥ 0 and with the initial condition X(τ) = Φ(τ) for
all τ ∈ [−hM , 0].
2.2 Proposed control strategy
Introducing the operator Ac , A + cIH defined on
D(Ac) = D(A), (2a) is equivalent to:
dX
dt
(t) = AcX(t) + c {X(t− h(t))−X(t)}+ p(t).
We also introduce Ac,0 = A0 + cIH, defined on
D(Ac,0) = D(A0), which generates a C0-semigroup
T (t). Then, using [1, Thm. 3.2.1], the mild solution (3)
can be equivalently rewritten in function of T (t) as:
X(t) = T (t){Φ(0)− Lku(0)}+ Lku(t) (4)
+
∫ t
0
T (t− s)
{
AcLku(s)− Lku˙(s)
+ c{X(s− h(s))−X(s)}+ p(s)
}
ds
for all t ≥ 0. From the Sturm-Liouville theory (see, e.g.,
[25, Sec. 8.6]), it is well known that Ac,0 is a self-adjoint
operator whose eigenvalues (λn)n≥1 are all real and can
be sorted to form a strictly decreasing sequence with
λn → −∞ when n→ +∞. Furthermore, denoting by en
a unit eigenvector of Ac,0 associated with λn, (en)n≥1
forms a Hilbert basis of H = L2(0, 1).
Introducing the notation xn(t) = 〈X(t), en〉 we have 2
X(t) =
∑
n≥1
xn(t)en and ‖X(t)‖2 =
∑
n≥1
|xn(t)|2. The
projection of (4) onto the Hilbert basis (en)n≥1 with the
use of T (t)z =
∑
n≥1
eλnt 〈z, en〉 en (see [1, Thm. 2.3.5] and
also [18]) and an integration by parts shows that
xn(t) = e
λntxn(0) +
∫ t
0
eλn(t−s)gn(s) ds
with gn(t) =
〈−λnLku(t)+AcLku(t)+ c{X(t−h(t))−
X(t)} + p(t), en
〉
. As gn is integrable on any compact
interval, we have xn ∈ ACloc(R+;R) and the following
ODE (see also [15]) is satisfied for almost all t ≥ 0:
x˙n(t) = λnxn(t) + c {xn(t− h(t))− xn(t)} (5)
2 The convergence of the series holds in the norm of the
state-space H = L2(0, 1), i.e. in L2-norm.
− λn 〈Lku(t), en〉+ 〈AcLku(t), en〉+ 〈p(t), en〉.
Introducing {f1, f2} the canonical basis of R2, bn,m =
−λn 〈Lkfm, en〉 + 〈AcLkfm, en〉 ∈ R, and bn =[
bn,1 bn,2
]
∈ R1×2, we obtain that
x˙n(t) = λnxn(t) + c {xn(t− h(t))− xn(t)}
+ bnu(t) + 〈p(t), en〉.
For a given integer N0 ≥ 1, which will be discussed in
the sequel, the introduction of
A = diag(λ1, . . . , λN0) ∈ RN0×N0 , (6a)
B = (bn,m)1≤n≤N0,1≤m≤2 ∈ RN0×2, (6b)
Y (t) =
[
x1(t) . . . xN0(t)
]⊤
∈ RN0 , (6c)
D(t) =
[
〈p(t), e1〉 . . . 〈p(t), eN0〉
]⊤
∈ RN0 , (6d)
YΦ(τ) =
[
〈Φ(τ), e1〉 . . . 〈Φ(τ), eN0〉
]⊤
∈ RN0 , (6e)
yields Y ∈ ACloc(R+;RN0) with, for almost all t ≥ 0,
Y˙ (t) = AY (t) + c{Y (t− h(t))− Y (t)} (7a)
+Bu(t) +D(t)
Y (τ) = YΦ(τ), τ ∈ [−hM , 0] (7b)
The control strategy relies in the following two steps.
First, a feedback controlu = KY is designed to exponen-
tially stabilize the finite-dimensional truncated model
(7) capturing the unstable dynamics plus an adequate
number of slow stable modes of (1). This configuration
includes the case of a single boundary control input (ei-
ther at x = 0 or x = 1) because one can obtain um = 0
by setting them-th line of the feedback gainK as 01×N0 .
Specifically, the feedback gain K ∈ R2×N0 is tuned such
that all the poles of Acl = A+BK are simple and stable
with a sufficiently large decay rate. This procedure is al-
lowed, for either one or two boundary control inputs, by
the following Lemma, whose proof is described in An-
nex A and where Bm ∈ RN0 denotes the m-th column
of the matrix B.
Lemma 1 For any given N0 ≥ 1, the pairs (A,B),
(A,B1) and (A,B2) satisfy the Kalman condition [28].
Remark 2 Note that bn,m is computed based on the se-
lection of a given lifting operator Lk. Even if such a lifting
operator is not unique, the resulting quantity bn,m is ac-
tually independent of the particularly selected lifting op-
erator. See [13] for details. Consequently, the command-
ability property stated in Lemma 1 is an intrinsic prop-
erty of the paire (Ac,B) associated with (1) in the sense
that it does not depend on the selection of a particular
lifting operator.
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In the second step, we will ensure that the design
performed on the finite-dimensional truncated model
achieves the exponential stabilization of the full infinite-
dimensional system provided the fact that the number
of modes N0 used to obtain the truncated model is large
enough. This will then lead to the establishment of the
following theorem which is stated below.
Theorem 3 Let 0 < hm < hM be arbitrarily given. Let
N0 ≥ 1 be such that λN0+1 < −2
√
5|c| and consider the
matrices A and B defined by (6a-6b). Let K ∈ R2×N0 be
such that Acl = A + BK is Hurwitz with simple eigen-
values µ1, . . . , µN0 ∈ C satisfying Reµn < −3|c| for all
1 ≤ n ≤ N0. Then, there exist constants κ,C0, C1 > 0
such that, for any initial condition Φ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];H),
any distributed perturbation p ∈ L∞loc(R+;H), and any
delay h ∈ C0(R+;R) with hm ≤ h ≤ hM , the mild solu-
tion X ∈ C0(R+;H) of (2) with u = KY satisfies
‖y(t, ·)‖ ≤ C0e−κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖φ(τ, ·)‖ (8)
+ C1 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−κ(t−τ)‖d(τ, ·)‖
for all t ≥ 0, with control input
‖u(t)‖ ≤ C0‖K‖e−κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖φ(τ, ·)‖ (9)
+ C1‖K‖ ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−κ(t−τ)‖d(τ, ·)‖,
where y(t, ·) = X(t), φ(t, ·) = Φ(t), and d(t, ·) = p(t).
Remark 4 The derivation of the design constraints
Reµn < −3|c| and λN0+1 < −2
√
5|c| rely on the deriva-
tion of small gain arguments toward the proof of Theo-
rme 3. The first (resp. second) constraint is used in the
proof of Lemma 8 (resp. Lemma 10) to ensure the expo-
nential ISS property of the closed-loop truncated model
(resp. the residual infinite-dimensional dynamics).
Remark 5 ISS estimate (8) is said to have fading mem-
ory due to the exponential term in the evaluation of the
contribution of the perturbation d. This term shows that,
as time increases, the contribution of past disturbances
on the current magnitude of the state trajectory is van-
ishing exponentially.
Remark 6 Note that the statement of Theorem 3 is still
valid in the case c = 0, i.e. in the absence of state-delay.
However, a much simpler proof than the one developed
here in the case c 6= 0, which in particular allows the case
of Acl with eigenvalues of arbitrary multiplicity, can be
given based on a direct integration and estimation of the
ODEs of the spectral reduction.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 3 and its numerical illustration.
3 Well-posedness of the closed-loop system
In this section, we prove the existence and uniqueness of
the mild solutions for (2) placed in closed loop with the
feedback law u = KY . This ensures the validity of the
spectral reduction reported in the previous section.
Lemma 7 Let 0 < hm < hM , N0 ≥ 1, and K ∈
R
2×N0 be arbitrary. For any Φ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];H), p ∈
L∞loc(R+;H), and h ∈ C0(R+;R) with hm ≤ h ≤ hM ,
there exists a unique mild solution X ∈ C0(R+;H) of (2)
with u = KY ∈ ACloc(R+;R2).
Proof.We show first thatX ∈ C0(R+;H) such that Y ∈
ACloc(R+;R
N0) is a mild solution of (2) with u = KY
if and only if X ∈ C0(R+;H) and satisfies, for all t ≥ 0,
equation (3) with u = Kζ,
ζ(t) = e(Acl−cI)tYΦ(0) (10)
+
∫ t
0
e(Acl−cI)(t−τ){cY (τ − h(τ)) +D(τ)} dτ,
and the initial condition X(τ) = Φ(τ) for all τ ∈
[−hM , 0]. On one hand, if X is a mild solution of (2)
with u = KY ∈ ACloc(R+;R2), then the developments
of Section 2 show that Y ∈ ACloc(R+;RN0) satisfies
(7) and thus ζ = Y . On the other hand, assume that
X ∈ C0(R+;H) satisfies (3) with u = Kζ and (10). We
note from (10) that ζ ∈ ACloc(R+;RN0) and ζ˙(t) =
(Acl− cI)ζ(t) + cY (t− h(t)) +D(t) for almost all t ≥ 0.
Then u = Kζ ∈ ACloc(R+;R2) showing that (3) indeed
makes sense and, reproducing the developments of Sec-
tion 2, Y˙ (t) = (A−cI)Y (t)+cY (t−h(t))+BKζ(t)+D(t)
for almost all t ≥ 0. Consequently we have ζ˙ − Y˙ =
(A − cI)(ζ − Y ) almost everywhere along with the ini-
tial condition ζ(0) − Y (0) = YΦ(0) − YΦ(0) = 0. Thus
ζ = Y ∈ ACloc(R+;RN0), showing that X is a mild
solution of (2) with u = KY .
To conclude, it remains to show the existence and
uniqueness of a function X ∈ C0(R+;H) satisfying (3)
with u = Kζ and (10). From the regularity assump-
tions and noting that for any k ≥ 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)hm
implies that −hM ≤ t − h(t) ≤ khm, the existence and
uniqueness of such a X ∈ C0(R+;H) is immediate by a
classical steps procedure and [1, Lem. 3.1.5]. ✷
4 Stability analysis
This section is devoted to the proof of the main result
of this paper: namely, the stability of the closed-loop
system.
4.1 Finite-dimensional truncated model
We first study the problem of state-feedback stabiliza-
tion of the finite-dimensional truncated system (7).
4
Lemma 8 Let N0 ≥ 1 and 0 < hm < hM be arbi-
trarily given. Consider the matrices A and B defined
by (6a-6b). Let K ∈ R2×N0 be such that Acl = A +
BK is Hurwitz with simple eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µN0 ∈ C
such that Reµn < −3|c| for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N0. Then,
there exist constants σ,C2, C3 > 0 such that, for all
YΦ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];RN0), h ∈ C0(R+;R) with hm ≤
h ≤ hM , and D ∈ L∞loc(R+;RN0), the trajectory Y ∈
ACloc(R+;R
N0) of (7) with command input u = KY
satisfies
‖Y (t)‖ ≤ C2e−σt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖YΦ(τ)‖ (11)
+ C3 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−σ(t−τ)‖D(τ)‖,
for all t ≥ 0.
The proof is inspired by the small gain-analysis reported
in [10, Thm. 2.5] for the study of the robustness of predic-
tor feedback with respect to delay mismatches. Never-
theless, 1) we provide here a refinement of the estimates
by taking advantage of the properties of the matrix Acl;
2) we consider the contribution of a disturbance input.
Proof. We define α = − max
1≤n≤N0
Reµn > 3|c|. Let
σ ∈ (0, α) be arbitrarily given. As the eigenvalues of
Acl are simple, there exists P ∈ CN0×N0 such that
PAclP
−1 = Λ , diag(µ1, . . . , µN0). Defining Z = PY ∈
ACloc(R+;R
N0), ZΦ = PYΦ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];RN0), and
Dˆ = PD ∈ L∞loc(R+;RN0), we obtain that
Z˙(t) = ΛZ(t) + c {Z(t− h(t))− Z(t)}+ Dˆ(t), (12)
for almost all t ≥ 0 with the initial condition Z(τ) =
ZΦ(τ) for τ ∈ [−hM , 0]. Defining v(t) = Z(t) − Z(t −
h(t)) for all t ≥ 0, an integration shows that
v(t) = (eΛh(t) − I)Z(t− h(t))
+
∫ t
t−h(t)
eΛ(t−τ){−cv(τ) + Dˆ(τ)} dτ,
for all t ≥ hM . Noting that ‖eΛτ‖ = e−ατ and ‖eΛτ −
I‖ ≤ 2 for all τ ≥ 0, this yields:
‖v(t)‖ ≤ 2‖Z(t− h(t))‖+ |c|
∫ t
t−hM
e−α(t−τ)‖v(τ)‖ dτ
+
∫ t
t−hM
e−α(t−τ)‖Dˆ(τ)‖ dτ,
for all t ≥ hM . We evaluate the integral terms as follows
(ψ denotes either v or Dˆ):
∫ t
t−hM
e−α(t−τ)‖ψ(τ)‖ dτ
≤ e−σt
∫ t
t−hM
e−(α−σ)(t−τ)eστ‖ψ(τ)‖ dτ
≤ e−σt 1− e
−(α−σ)hM
α− σ ess supτ∈[t−hM ,t]
eστ‖ψ(τ)‖,
which yields, for all t ≥ hM ,
sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ 2eσhM sup
τ∈[0,t−hm]
eστ‖Z(τ)‖ (13)
+ |c|1− e
−(α−σ)hM
α− σ supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖
+
1− e−(α−σ)hM
α− σ ess supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖.
Now, integrating (12) on [0, t], we obtain for all t ≥ 0:
‖Z(t)‖ ≤ e−αt‖ZΦ(0)‖+ |c|
∫ t
0
e−α(t−τ)‖v(τ)‖ dτ
+
∫ t
0
e−α(t−τ)‖Dˆ(τ)‖ dτ
≤ e−σt‖ZΦ(0)‖+ |c|e
−σt
α− σ supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖
+
e−σt
α− σ ess supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖,
hence
sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Z(τ)‖ ≤ ‖ZΦ(0)‖+ |c|
α− σ supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖
+
1
α− σ ess supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖. (14)
Introducing δ ≥ 0 defined by
δ =
|c|
α− σ
{
1− e−(α−σ)hM + 2eσhM
}
, (15)
we obtain from (13-14) that, for all t ≥ hM ,
sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ 2eσhM‖ZΦ(0)‖+ δ sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖
+
δ
|c| ess supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖.
Using now the control design constraint α > 3|c|, a
continuity argument in σ = 0 shows the existence of a
σ ∈ (0, α) such that δ < 1. We fix such a σ ∈ (0, α) for
the remaining of the proof. Considering separately the
cases where the supremum on [0, t] is achieved either on
[0, hM ] or [hM , t], we obtain for all t ≥ hM ,
sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ 2e
σhM
1− δ ‖ZΦ(0)‖+ supτ∈[0,hM ]
eστ‖v(τ)‖
5
+
δ
|c|(1− δ) ess supτ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖.
(16)
We now evaluate the second term on the right-hand
side of the above inequality. To do so, we note that,
for 0 ≤ τ ≤ t ≤ hM , ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ ‖Z(τ)‖ + ‖Z(τ −
h(τ))‖ ≤ 2 sup
τ∈[0,t]
‖Z(τ)‖ + sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖ZΦ(τ)‖. Fur-
thermore, integrating (12), one can show (using e.g.
Gro¨nwall’s inequality) the existence of constants
γ0, γ1 > 0, independent of ZΦ, h, and Dˆ, such that
‖Z(t)‖ ≤ γ0 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖ZΦ(τ)‖ + γ1 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
‖Dˆ(τ)‖ for
all 0 ≤ t ≤ hM . This yields, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ hM ,
sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ (2γ0 + 1)eσhM sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖ZΦ(τ)‖
+ 2γ1e
σhM ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖. (17)
Combining (16-17), we obtain that
sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖v(τ)‖ ≤ γ2 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖ZΦ(τ)‖
+ γ3 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
eστ‖Dˆ(τ)‖.
for all t ≥ 0 with γ2 = (2γ0 + 1 + 2/(1 − δ))eσhM and
γ3 = 2γ1e
σhM + δ/(|c|(1 − δ)). Using finally (14), and
the facts that ‖Y ‖ ≤ ‖P−1‖‖Z‖, ‖ZΦ‖ ≤ ‖P‖‖YΦ‖, and
‖Dˆ‖ ≤ ‖P‖‖D‖, the claimed conclusion holds true. ✷
Remark 9 If K ∈ R2×N0 is selected such that Acl =
A+BK has real and simple eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µN0 ∈ R,
then the conclusion of Lemma 8 still holds true under the
relaxed assumption µn < −2|c| for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N0. This
follows from the fact that, in the corresponding proof, the
estimate ‖eΛτ − 1‖ ≤ 2 can be in this case replaced by
‖eΛτ − 1‖ ≤ 1 where τ ≥ 0.
4.2 Infinite-dimensional part of the system neglected in
the control design
We now investigate the robust stability property of the
infinite-dimensional part of the system that has been
hitherto neglected in our control design. Specifically, the
following result holds.
Lemma 10 Let 0 < hm < hM and σ,C4, C5 > 0 be arbi-
trarily given. Let N0 ≥ 1 be such that λN0+1 < −2
√
5|c|.
Then, there exist constants κ ∈ (0, σ) and C6, C7 > 0
such that, for all Φ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];H), p ∈ L∞loc(R+;H),
h ∈ C0(R+;R) such that hm ≤ h ≤ hM , and u ∈
ACloc(R+;R
2) such that
‖u(t)‖+ ‖u˙(t)‖ ≤ C4e−σt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖ (18)
+ C5 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−σ(t−τ)‖p(τ)‖
for almost all t ≥ 0, the mild solution X ∈ C0(R+;H) of
(2) satisfies
∑
n≥N0+1
|xn(t)|2 ≤ C6e−2κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (19)
+ C7 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−2κ(t−τ)‖p(τ)‖2
for all t ≥ 0, where xn(t) = 〈X(t), en〉.
Proof. Introducing β = −λN0+1/2 >
√
5|c| > 0, let κ ∈
(0,min(β, σ)) be arbitrarily given. Then λn ≤ −2β <
−2κ < 0 for all n ≥ N0 + 1. We introduce, for t ≥ 0,
zn(t) = 〈X(t)− Lku(t), en〉, pn(t) = 〈p(t), en〉,
qn(t) = 〈AcLku(t), en〉 − 〈Lku˙(t), en〉
c〈Lk[χu](t− h(t)), en〉 − c〈Lku(t), en〉,
where χ is defined as the characteristic function of the
set [0,+∞). We also introduce the following series:
Z(t) =
∑
n≥N0+1
|zn(t)|2 ≤ ‖X(t) − Lku(t)‖2, P (t) =∑
n≥N0+1
|pn(t)|2 ≤ ‖p(t)‖2, and Q(t) =
∑
n≥N0+1
|qn(t)|2
which is such that, for almost all t ≥ 0,
Q(t) ≤ γ1e−2κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (20)
+ γ2 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−2κ(t−τ)‖p(τ)‖2,
with γ1 = 8C
2
4
(‖AcLk‖2 + {1 + c2(1 + e2κhM )}‖Lk‖2)
and γ2 = γ1C
2
5/C
2
4 . For t ≥ hM , we define vn(t) =
zn(t)− zn(t−h(t)) and V (t) =
∑
n≥N0+1
|vn(t)|2. As zn ∈
ACloc(R+;R), we infer from (5) that, for almost all t ≥ 0,
z˙n(t) = λnzn(t) + c{[χzn](t− h(t))− zn(t)} (21)
+ c〈[(1− χ)Φ](t− h(t)), en〉+ qn(t) + pn(t).
In particular, we have for almost all t ≥ hM
z˙n(t) = λnzn(t)− cvn(t) + qn(t) + pn(t). (22)
In the sequel, we always consider integers n ≥ N0 +
1. We introduce for any t1 < t2 and any real-valued
and locally essentially bounded function ψ the notation
I(ψ, t1, t2) =
∫ t2
t1
e−2β(t2−τ)|ψ(τ)| dτ . Then, the follow-
ing inequalities hold:
I(ψ, t1, t2) = e−2κt2
∫ t2
t1
e−2(β−κ)(t2−τ) × e2κτ |ψ(τ)| dτ
≤ e−2κt2 1− e
−2(β−κ)(t2−t1)
2(β − κ) ess supτ∈[t1,t2]
e2κτ |ψ(τ)|
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and, by Cauchy-Schwarz,
I(ψ, t1, t2)2 ≤
∫ t2
t1
e−2β(t2−τ) dτ × I(ψ2, t1, t2)
≤ 1− e
−2β(t2−t1)
2β
I(ψ2, t1, t2).
For any t ≥ 2hM , we obtain via integration of (22) over
[t− h(t), t] that
vn(t) = (e
λnh(t) − 1)zn(t− h(t))
+
∫ t
t−h(t)
eλn(t−τ){−cvn(τ) + qn(τ) + pn(τ)} dτ,
from which we deduce the estimate
|vn(t)|2 ≤ 4|zn(t− h(t))|2 + 4|c|2I(vn, t− h(t), t)2
+ 4I(qn, t− h(t), t)2 + 4I(pn, t− h(t), t)2
≤ 4|zn(t− h(t))|2 + 4|c|2γ3I(v2n, t− h(t), t)
+ 4γ3I(q2n, t− h(t), t) + 4γ3I(p2n, t− h(t), t),
with γ3 = (1−e−2βhM )/(2β) and where it has been used
λn ≤ −2β. Using (20), this yields for all t ≥ 2hM ,
V (t) ≤ 4Z(t− h(t)) + 4γ3|c|2I(V, t− h(t), t)
+ 4γ3I(Q, t− h(t), t) + 4γ3I(P, t− h(t), t)
≤ 4e2κhM e−2κh(t)Z(t− h(t))
+ 4γ4|c|2e−2κt sup
τ∈[t−h(t),t]
e2κτV (τ)
+ 4γ1γ4e
−2κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2
+ 4(1 + γ2)γ4e
−2κt ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2.
with
γ4 =
(1− e−2βhM )(1 − e−2(β−κ)hM )
4β(β − κ) .
Consequently, we have for all t ≥ 2hM ,
sup
τ∈[2hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ) ≤ 4e2κhM sup
τ∈[hM ,t−hm]
e2κτZ(τ)
+ 4γ4|c|2 sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ)
+ 4γ1γ4 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2
+ 4(1 + γ2)γ4 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2.
(23)
Now, integrating (22) over [hM , t], we have for t ≥ hM
|zn(t)| ≤ e−2β(t−hM )|zn(hM )|+ |c|I(vn, hM , t)
+ I(qn, hM , t) + I(pn, hM , t),
from which we infer
|zn(t)|2 ≤ 4e−4κ(t−hM)|zn(hM )|2 + 2|c|
2
β
I(v2n, hM , t)
+
2
β
I(q2n, hM , t) +
2
β
I(p2n, hM , t).
Consequently, we obtain for all t ≥ hM
Z(t) ≤ 4e−2κ(t−hM)Z(hM ) + 2|c|
2
β
I(V, hM , t)
+
2
β
I(Q, hM , t) + 2
β
I(P, hM , t)
≤ 4e2κhM e−2κtZ(hM ) + γ5|c|2e−2κt sup
τ∈[hm,t]
e2κτV (τ)
+ γ1γ5e
−2κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2
+ (1 + γ2)γ5e
−2κt ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2,
where it has been used (20) and with γ5 = 1/(β(β−κ)).
Consequently, we have for all t ≥ hM ,
sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτZ(τ) ≤ 4e2κhMZ(hM ) + γ5|c|2 sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ)
+ γ1γ5 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (24)
+ (1 + γ2)γ5 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2.
Introducing η ≥ 0 defined by
η = 4|c|2(γ4 + γ5e2κhM ) (25)
=
|c|2
β(β − κ)
{
(1− e−2βhM )(1− e−2(β−κ)hM ) + 4e2κhM
}
,
we obtain from (23-24) that, for all t ≥ 2hM ,
sup
τ∈[2hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ) ≤ 16e4κhMZ(hM ) + η sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ)
+
γ1η
|c|2 supτ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2
+
(1 + γ2)η
|c|2 ess supτ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2.
Using now the control design constraintβ = −λN0+1/2 >√
5|c|, a continuity argument in κ = 0 shows the exis-
tence of a κ ∈ (0,min(β, σ)) such that η < 1. We fix
such a κ ∈ (0,min(β, σ)) for the remaining of the proof.
As all the supremums in the latter estimate are finite,
we obtain for all t ≥ 2hM that
sup
τ∈[2hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ) ≤ 16e
4κhM
1− η Z(hM ) (26)
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+
η
1− η supτ∈[hM ,2hM ]
e2κτV (τ)
+
γ1η
|c|2(1− η) supτ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2
+
(1 + γ2)η
|c|2(1− η) ess supτ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2.
Based on the integration of (21), straightforward estima-
tions and the use of (20) show the existence of constants
γ6, γ7 > 0, independent of Φ, p, h, and u, such that
Z(t) ≤ γ6 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 + γ7 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2,
(27)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 2hM . Now, noting that, for hM ≤ τ ≤
t ≤ 2hM , V (τ) ≤ 2Z(τ) + 2Z(τ − h(τ)), we infer that
sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ) ≤ 4e4κhM sup
τ∈[0,t]
Z(τ)
≤ 4γ6e4κhM sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (28)
+ 4γ7e
4κhM ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2,
for all hM ≤ t ≤ 2hM . Combining (26-28), we obtain
the existence of constants γ8, γ9 > 0, independent of Φ,
p, h, and u, such that
sup
τ∈[hM ,t]
e2κτV (τ) ≤ γ8 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (29)
+ γ9 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2,
for all t ≥ hM . Using (29) into (24) and combining with
(27), we obtain the existence of constants γ10, γ11 > 0,
independent of Φ, p, h, and u, such that
sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτZ(τ) ≤ γ10 sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖2 (30)
+ γ11 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e2κτ‖p(τ)‖2,
for all t ≥ 0. Finally, we note that |xn(t)| ≤ |zn(t)| +
|〈Lku(t), en〉| hence, for all t ≥ 0,∑
n≥N0+1
|xn(t)|2 ≤ 2Z(t) + 2‖Lk‖2‖u(t)‖2.
As u is continuous, it can be shown that the right-hand
side of (18) is actually an upper-bound of ‖u(t)‖ for all
t ≥ 0. Recalling that 0 < κ < σ and using (30) the proof
is complete. ✷
4.3 Proof of the main result and complementary re-
marks
We can now complete the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 0 < hm < hM be arbitrarily
given. As (λn)n≥1 is strictly decreasing with λn → −∞
when n → +∞, let N0 ≥ 1 be an integer such that
λN0+1 < −2
√
5|c|. Considering the matrices A and B
defined by (6a-6b), let K ∈ R2×N0 be a feedback gain
such that A + BK is Hurwitz with simple eigenval-
ues µ1, . . . , µN0 ∈ C such that Reµn < −3|c| for all
1 ≤ n ≤ N0. The existence of such a feedback gain
is ensured by Lemma 1. From Lemma 8, we have the
existence of constants σ,C2, C3 > 0 such that, for all
Φ ∈ C0([−hM , 0]H), p ∈ L∞loc(R+;H), h ∈ C0(R+;R)
with hm ≤ h ≤ hM , the mild solution X ∈ C0(R+H) of
(2) with u = KY satisfies, for all t ≥ 0,
√√√√ N0∑
n=1
|xn(t)|2 ≤ C2e−σt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖ (31)
+ C3 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−σ(t−τ)‖p(τ)‖,
where xn(t) = 〈X(t), en〉. This estimate follows from
(11) with Y defined by (6c) and using the fact that, based
on (6d-6e) and recalling that (en)n≥1 is a Hilbert basis,
‖D(t)‖ ≤ ‖p(t)‖ and ‖YΦ(τ)‖ ≤ ‖Φ(τ)‖. From u = KY
with Y ∈ ACloc(R+;RN0) satisfying (7), we obtain the
existence of constants C4, C5 > 0, independent of Φ,
p, and h, such that the estimate (18) holds for almost
all t ≥ 0. Thus, the application of Lemma 10 yields
the existence of constants κ ∈ (0, σ) and C6, C7 > 0,
independent of Φ, p, and h, such that (19) holds for all
t ≥ 0. Consequently, as 0 < κ < σ, we obtain from (19)
and (31) that
‖X(t)‖ =
√∑
n≥1
|xn(t)|2
≤ C0e−κt sup
τ∈[−hM ,0]
‖Φ(τ)‖
+ C1 ess sup
τ∈[0,t]
e−κ(t−τ)‖p(τ)‖
for all t ≥ 0, with C0 = C2 +
√
C6 and C1 = C3 +
√
C7
which are constants independent of Φ, p, and h. As u =
KY , this completes the proof of Theorem 3. ✷
Remark 11 Theorem 10 merely ensures the existence
of a decay rate κ > 0 but does not provide design mech-
anisms to further constrain its value. Nevertheless, the
above proofs can be used to refine the control design pro-
cedure in order to enforce any desired value of the decay
rate κ > 0. Indeed, assume that 0 < hm < hM and κ > 0
are arbitrarily given. From (25), we have η → 0 when
β → +∞. Recalling that β = −λN0+1/2 with λn → −∞
when n→ +∞, we can select an integerN0 ≥ 1 such that
β > κ is large enough and thus η < 1. Now let σ > κ be
given. From (15) we have δ → 0 when α→ +∞. Recall-
ing that α = − max
1≤n≤N0
Reµn, we can select the feedback
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gain K ∈ R2×N0 such that α > σ is large enough and
thus δ < 1. Then, applying the same reasoning as in the
proof of Theorem 3, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 12 Let 0 < hm < hM and κ > 0 be arbitrarily
given. There exist N0 ≥ 1, K ∈ R2×N0 and C0, C1 > 0
such that, for any initial condition Φ ∈ C0([−hM , 0];H),
any distributed perturbation p ∈ L∞loc(R+;H), and any
delay h ∈ C0(R+;R) with hm ≤ h ≤ hM , the mild solu-
tion X ∈ C0(R+;H) of (2) with u = KY satisfies (8),
with control input such that (9), for all t ≥ 0.
5 Numerical illustration
In this section we propose a numerical illustration of the
result of Theorem 3. Considering the case hi , cot(θi) >
0 for i ∈ {1, 2}, standard computations show that the
eigenvalues of Ac,0 are given by λn = b + c − ar2n for
n ≥ 1, where (rn)n≥1 is the increasing sequence formed
by the (strictly) positive solutions r of
(
h1h2 − r2
)
sin(r) + (h1 + h2)r cos(r) = 0.
The corresponding unit eigenvectors are given by en =
φn/‖φn‖ with φn(x) = rn cos(rnx) + h1 sin(rnx).
For numerical computations, we set a = 0.2, b = 2,
c = 1, θ1 = pi/3, and θ2 = pi/10. The first three eigenval-
ues ofAc,0 are approximately given by λ1 ≈ 2.5561,λ2 ≈
−0.1186 > −2√5|c|, and λ3 ≈ −6.2299 < −2
√
5|c|.
Thus we setN0 = 2 andwe compute a feedback gainK ∈
R2×N0 such that the eigenvalues of A+BK are given by
µ1 = −3.5 and µ2 = −4 with in particular µ2 < µ1 <
−3|c|. For simulations, the initial condition, the time-
varying delay, and the distributed disturbance are set to
Φ(t, x) = (1 − t)2 {(1− 2x)/2 + 20x(1− x)(x − 3/5)},
h(t) = 2 + 1.5 sin(t), and d(t, x) = d0(t)(1 − x) with
d0 as depicted in Fig.1, respectively. The employed nu-
merical scheme relies on the modal approximation of the
reaction-diffusion equation using its first 30 modes. The
time domain evolution of the closed-loop system (with
feedback gain K computed accordingly) is depicted in
1) Fig. 2 in the case of two command inputs u1 and u2;
2) Fig. 3 in the case of a single command input u1 with
u2 = 0. In both cases, the control strategy achieves the
exponential stabilization of the closed-loop system with
a similar settling time since the pole placement is iden-
tical for the two actuation schemes. Over the time inter-
val [9, 20] s, the maximum of the perturbation d occurs
at time t = 10 s and then vanishes as t increases. As ex-
pected via the established fading memory estimates (8-
9), the impact of the vanishing perturbation is rapidly
eliminated for t > 10 s. Finally, for times t ≥ 20 s, we
observe the behavior of the closed-loop system in the
presence of a non-vanishing disturbance. These results
are compliant with the theoretical predictions.
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the temporal component d0(t) of
the distributed perturbation d(t, x)
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of the closed-loop system with two
command inputs u1 and u2
6 Conclusion
This paper introduced a new method for the feedback
stabilization of a reaction-diffusion equation in the pres-
ence of a state-delay in the reaction term. The essence
of the method relies on the design of the control law on
a finite-dimensional truncated model. This LTI model
captures the unstable modes and an adequate number
of slow stable modes of the original infinite-dimensional
system in order to ensure the robust stability of the resid-
ual infinite-dimensional dynamics. This techniques of-
fers an alternative to backstepping-based methods pre-
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the closed-loop system with one
command input u1
viously used to tackle this kind of problem. In particu-
lar, the developed technique presents the advantage that
the feedback is performed on a finite number of modes
of the distributed parameter system while the infinite-
dimensional residual dynamics is not actively controlled.
Future developments of this method include the bound-
ary stabilization of damped wave or beam equations.
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A Proof of Lemma 1
As A is diagonal with simple eigenvalues, one can see
that the Kalman condition is satisfied provided bn,m 6= 0.
We show that the latter condition always holds true. Let
k0 ≥ 2 be such that cos(θm)+k sin(θm) 6= 0 for all k ≥ k0
and all m ∈ {1, 2}. Following Remark 2, we recall that
the quantity bn,m is independent of the selected lifting
operator Lk. Thus, usingAcen = ae′′n+(b+c)en = λnen
and two successive integration by parts, we have:
bn,m = −λn 〈Lkfm, en〉+ 〈AcLkfm, en〉
= (b+ c− λn) 〈Lkfm, en〉+ a 〈(Lkfm)′′, en〉
= a {− 〈Lkfm, e′′n〉+ 〈(Lkfm)′′, en〉}
= a {(Lkfm)′(1)en(1)− (Lkfm)(1)e′n(1)}
+ a {(Lkfm)(0)e′n(0)− (Lkfm)′(0)en(0)} ,
for all k ≥ k0, and then
bn,1 = a
e′n(0) + ken(0)
cos(θ1) + k sin(θ1)
, bn,2 = a
−e′n(1) + ken(1)
cos(θ2) + k sin(θ2)
.
(A.1)
Based on the above explicit formulas, we note here the
following: the fact that the right-hand sides of (A.1)
are independent of the integer k is actually a direct
consequence of the boundary conditions cos(θ1)en(0)−
sin(θ1)e
′
n(0) = 0 and cos(θ2)en(1) + sin(θ2)e
′
n(1) = 0.
Now, the condition bn,1 = 0 implies e
′
n(0) + ken(0) = 0
for all k ≥ k0. This yields en(0) = e′n(0) = 0 and we
infer by Cauchy uniqueness the contradiction en = 0.
Thus bn,1 6= 0 for all n ≥ 1. The same reasoning shows
that bn,2 6= 0 for all n ≥ 1. This concludes the proof.
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